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Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged with

this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLabÂ  search

for ISBN-10: 0133862216/ISBN-13: 9780133862218. That package includes ISBN-10:

0133591743/ISBN-13: 9780133591743Â  and ISBN-10: 0133834417 /ISBN-13: 9780133834413.     

MyProgrammingLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by

an instructor.          Problem Solving with C++  is intended for use in the C++ introductory

programming course. Created for the beginner, it is also suitable for readers interested in learning

the C++ programming language.    Â      Problem Solving with C++  continues to be the most widely

used textbook by students and instructors in the introduction to programming and C++ language

course. Through each edition, hundreds and thousands of students have valued Walt Savitchâ€™s

approach to programming, which emphasizes active reading through the use of well-placed

examples and self-test examples. Created for the beginner, this book focuses on cultivating strong

problem-solving and programming techniques while introducing students to the C++ programming

language. Â   MyProgrammingLab for Problem Solving with C++ is a total learning package.

MyProgrammingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program that truly engages

students in learning. It helps students better prepare for class, quizzes, and examsâ€”resulting in

better performance in the courseâ€”and provides educators a dynamic set of tools for gauging

individual and class progress.  Â   Teaching and Learning Experience  This program presents a

better teaching and learning experienceâ€“for you and your students.    Personalized Learning with

MyProgrammingLab: Through the power of practice and immediate personalized feedback,

MyProgrammingLab helps students fully grasp the logic, semantics, and syntax of programming. 

Keep Your Course Current: This edition features a new introduction to C++11 in the context of

C++98.  Flexible Coverage that Fits your Course: Instructors can easily adapt the order in which

chapters and sections are covered in their course without losing continuity.   Clear and Friendly

Presentation: Savitchâ€™s clear, concise style is a hallmark feature of the text, receiving praise from

students and instructors alike.   Tried-and-true Pedagogy: A suite of pedagogical tools, enhanced by

understandable language and code, has been used by hundreds of thousands of students and

instructors.
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I have a stack of at least a dozen textbooks on C++ or C#, from O'Reilly's C++ Core Language,

Keogh & Gray's C++ Programmer's Notebook, the Osbourne McGrawHill C++ Complete Reference,

several niche books catering to C++ coding specific to gaming, several Deitel & Deitel C++

Programming books (which are generally very good), to starters like SAMS Teach Yourself C++ and

probably an old copy of C++ for Dummies. I've also got a full version of Visual Studio 2005 & 2008

(available in express editions for free from [...] and several Borland IDE releases, along with seven

or eight books purporting to explain everything there is to know about each IDE.I recently bought

Walter Savichs' Problem Solving with C++, 7th Ed. It's unusual in my experience to find myself

reading textbooks as though they are the next sci-fi/fantasy hit but this book really caught my

attention. I love the straight forward, common sense manner in which the author writes, and the fact

that he doesn't preach from the pulpit of the ultimate know-it-all. In this book, the essentials of the

C++ language are laid out in a manner that I believe anyone familiar with most any scripting

language or another high-level language can pick up quite rapidly.The author does the very difficult

task of reaching out in a way that ensures the majority of readers understand regardless of their

level of familiarity. I'm not sure how he does it but each page leaves you understanding--and

wanting more. There are a number of code examples that have practical application and the author

has done a very good job of making them understandable.
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